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Abstract: Performance assessment of low carbon cities (LCCs) attracts great interest and attention
from academia, industry, and government as an effective measure to promote urban low-carbon
development. However, the efforts of LCCs could be misinterpreted without consideration of the fact
that cities with different endowments face different challenges and assume different responsibilities,
thus it is important that this fact is considered in assessing LCCs’ performance. This study develops
the previous study by the research team, “dual perspective diagnosis method for assessing LCC
performance”, by introducing a correction factor to take into account the impacts of local endowments
and mitigate the ‘one-size-fits-all’ phenomenon when comparing LCC assessments between cities.
The empirical case study presented in the paper indicates that the adoption of a correction factor
has improved the accuracy of the assessment results by demonstrating actual management efforts in
developing LCC performance. It is proposed that applying the correction factor can help to achieve
more accurate assessments of the status of low-carbon city practice, based on which more effective
low-carbon policies can be designed and implemented towards achieving carbon peaking and carbon
neutrality goals.

Keywords: low-carbon city; performance assessment; correction factor; empirical study

1. Introduction

Global warming, driven by escalating carbon emissions, has shown a substantial surge
over the last decade, further exerting profound adverse effects on vital sectors such as agri-
culture, human well-being, and ecosystems [1,2]. In line with this, as the major strategy for
tackling climate change, reducing carbon emissions has been promoted and implemented
internationally. The Paris Agreement, as an emblematic manifestation of international
consensus, delineates precise emission-reduction targets for nations, seeking to temper
the trajectory of global temperature elevation [3]. In the context of this background, as
one of the largest carbon emitting countries, China has specified the targets of reaching
peak carbon dioxide emissions by 2030 and achieving carbon neutrality before 2060 [4]. To
achieve these dual carbon goals, over 80 cities in China have been designated as pilot cities
for implementing low-carbon measures, and their low-carbon city (LCC) performance has
been accessed by the Ministry of Ecology and Environment [5].

One important principle promoted internationally in committing to LCCs is “common
but differentiated responsibilities”, by which countries are requested to make efforts at
varying degrees in emission reduction [6,7]. This differentiation principle is also applicable
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between cities. Cities have different socioeconomic and natural endowments, and they
face different difficulties in improving LCC performance, thus they are expected to assume
different and tailor made responsibilities. For example, a fossil-fuel reliant city with scant
vegetation coverage might be incapable of attaining the level of carbon emission reductions
as a forest city. Therefore, the effort of improving LCC performance could vary significantly
between different cities in order for them to reach similar levels of emission reductions.

So how can we achieve an adequate insight into a city’s endeavors and performance
in promoting low-carbon city policies? Previous studies have introduced various evalua-
tion systems and investigated different factors that affect LCC performance. For example,
Du et al. [8] proposed five dimensions in developing an LCC evaluation system, namely
optimizing industrial structure, adjusting energy structure, improving energy efficiency,
enhancing carbon sink level, and improving low-carbon management mechanisms. Tan
et al. [9] constructed an LCC indicator framework composed of 20 quantitative indicators
under seven categories, including city economic development, en Please clarify if ergy pat-
tern, social and living, carbon and environmental, urban mobility, waste, and water. Wang
et al. [10] proposed an evaluation index system with 25 specific indexes in five dimensions,
including low-carbon economy, low-carbon society, urban planning, energy utilization,
and low-carbon environment. Chen et al. [11] developed a comprehensive evaluation
system for assessing low-carbon city performance, incorporating 15 specific indicators
across six dimensions: macro-level green and low-carbon development, low-carbon energy
utilization, low-carbon industrial practices, low-carbon lifestyle adoption, resources and
environmental management, and low-carbon policy and innovation initiatives. Zhang
et al. [12] adopted a data-driven methodology to determine the low-carbon development
status of cities, selecting 14 indicators aligned with eight critical criteria: energy efficiency,
transportation systems, economic activities, atmospheric conditions, water and land re-
source management, pollution control measures, ecological conservation efforts, and urban
infrastructure development.

The influence of socioeconomic and natural factors on the development of LCCs has
been well appreciated. Ye et al. [13] pointed out that the level of education has a promoting
effect on individual low-carbon behavior. Taking Beijing as a research case, Wu et al. [14]
found that economic output and energy structure are the key variables determining the
scale of carbon emissions. Price et al. [15] applied a weather-adjusted factor for evaluating the
low-carbon performance of the building sector, considering that climate has a direct effect on
residential energy intensity. Luo et al. [16] examined the overall and heterogeneous impacts of
urban spatial structure on carbon emissions by using a two-way fixed-effects model and a geo-
graphically and temporally weighted regression model, and found that urban expansion
and the increased complexity of land patches promote carbon emissions. Jiang et al. [17]
measured the industrial carbon emission efficiency (ICEE) of 48 cities and explored the
influencing factors of ICEE. The results showed that ICEE has great spatial dependence.
Other socioeconomic and natural endowment factors, however, can also affect LCC per-
formance. It is thought that the disparities between cities should be taken into account,
and the measure of LCC performance should mainly reflect the effective endeavors and
contributions that a city’s administration has invested. Therefore, the influence of those
endowment factors on LCC assessment should be filtered to avoid the ’one-size-fit-all’
phenomenon. It is otherwise unfair for cities with different endowment conditions to
be assessed by applying the same LCC evaluation method, from which the evaluation
outcomes cannot show the genuine endeavor contributed by cities in implementing emis-
sion reduction policies. The endeavors of cities can be underestimated or overstated, and
urban managers could misjudge their LCC’s performance. In turn, improper LCC policy
measures will then be designated. Furthermore, if the assessment of LCC performance
is conducted indiscriminately, the assessment results may not effectively encourage, but
rather discourage, cities’ efforts. Therefore, in order to reflect accurately a city’s LCC
performance, LCC evaluation results need to be corrected by considering the variation in
these endowment factors between cities.
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In line with the above discussion, a correction factor is considered necessary for the
assessment of LCC performance. As for those cities with poor socioeconomic and natural
endowments, their LCC program starts from a lower base, so they need more time and
effort to achieve the aim of emission reduction in comparison with cities with a higher
starting base. In order not to underestimate the management efforts contributed by cities
in disadvantageous positions, a correction factor should be introduced to supplement the
effect of the endowment disadvantage on LCC practice. On the other hand, for those cities
with advantageous socioeconomic and natural endowment conditions, a correction factor is
applied to modify the evaluation results by eliminating the benefits of the innate advantages,
thus the real level of efforts made in promoting a low-carbon city can be presented.

There are two objectives in this study: (1) to identify the variables which reveal
the differences in local endowment factors when comparing LCC performance between
cities; and (2) to establish the method for calculating the value of the correction factor.
Following this introduction section, Section 2 presents the literature review. Section 3
displays the research framework and methods. Sections 4 and 5 present empirical analysis
and discussion, followed by the conclusion in Section 6.

2. Literature Review

Our previous work [18] presented a dual perspective framework for evaluating low-
carbon city performance (LCCP), which incorporates carbon source and carbon sink in-
dicators across five management processes (Plan, Do, Check, Outcome, and Act) into an
integrative indicator system. According to this dual perspective framework, we presented
an LCCP calculation model and conducted the pilot application in Beijing, Shanghai, Tian-
jin, and Chongqing. However, the LCCP model introduced by Shen et al. [18] is limited to
the assumption that all the cities participating in the assessment have similar socioeconomic
and natural conditions. Thus, the assessment using the LCCP model presents a ’one-size-
fits-all’ phenomenon. Nevertheless, as discussed in the introduction section, the LCC
performance between cities differs not only because of their different management efforts
but also their different natural and anthropogenic circumstances, which is also echoed in
the study by Zhou et al. [19]. Therefore, this study intends to extend our previous study
to the introduction of a correction factor in order to establish a fairer basis for assessing
LCC performance.

Many previous studies have pointed out that the natural resources and socioeconomic
endowments of a city have a great impact on the level of LCCP. For instance, Wang et al. [20]
opined that different cities have significant differences in terms of economic development,
population scale, geographical features, energy endowment, and their volumes of carbon
dioxide (CO2) emission, therefore it is essential to take into account the characteristics of
urban CO2 emissions in different cities and propose differentiated CO2 emission reduction
measures. Zhang et al. [21] pointed out that the natural conditions, resource endowment,
energy structure, industrial structure, and social and economic development level of
different cities in China have great regional differences, so it is inappropriate to adopt
the same set of indexes when evaluating the level of LCCP. Du et al. [22] indicated that
southern cities in China have better LCC performance than northern cities largely because
of the superior natural and socioeconomic endowments in southern China, characterized
by warmer weather in winter, which leads to less demand for heating and consequently
less demand for coal consumption. Furthermore, southern cities in China are economically
better developed, thus they can afford to invest more on carbon emission reduction.

However, whilst many existing studies have recognized the fact that the endowment
conditions of cities have a great impact on their LCCP, few studies have actually considered
how to mitigate this endowment influence and avoid the ‘one-size-fits-all’ phenomenon in
the evaluation. Some studies have attempted to mitigate the phenomenon by classifying
cities into several categories according to natural and socioeconomic factors. For example,
Zhou et al. [19] opined that subcategorizing cities based on their climate zone, water
availability, and economic structure is necessary for conducting LCCP assessments, so
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that cities with similar exogenous characteristics can be fairly compared in peer groups.
Zhuang [23] classified cities into four categories, according to their industrial structure,
urbanization level, and ecological endowment, when evaluating the LCCP between 70 pilot
cities in China, and set different benchmark values for different categories in order to
mitigate the ‘one-size-fits-all’ phenomenon. Azizalrahman and Hasyimi [24] and Du
et al. [22] emphasized the importance of classifying cities into various categories; thus,
different assessment methods can be applied for cities in different categories.

The above discussion demonstrates that previous studies have not offered effective
methods to mitigate the ‘one-size-fits-all’ phenomenon in conducting LCCP assessments of
different cities. The lack of such methods leads to the inappropriate practice of assessing
the LCC performances of different cities indiscriminately. The LCC evaluation framework
proposed in our previous work [18] helps to demonstrate the status quo of the LCC
practice between different cities, but not reflect adequately the capacity and efforts of local
governments to develop of low-carbon cities. Thus, the application of the assessment
framework is virtually a ‘one-size-fits-all’ approach, which undermines the efforts invested
by those cities with inferior endowments in promoting low-carbon cities. In the context
of the above literature review, this paper attempts to improve the assessment accuracy by
applying a correction factor in the evaluation of LCCP.

3. Materials and Methods

As argued in the introduction section, the purpose of applying a correction factor is to
mitigate the ‘one-size-fits-all’ phenomenon in assessing low-carbon city performance. The
development of this correction factor will be based on our previous work [18], which intro-
duces an indicator system from a dimension–process dual perspective. From a dimensional
perspective, there are eight dimensions for investigating a city’s LCCP; namely, Energy
structure (En), Economic development (Ec), Production efficiency (Ef), Urban population
(Po), Water (Wa), Forest (Fo), Green Space (GS), and Low-carbon technology (Te). From the
process perspective, the process management principle is employed for examining a city’s
LCCP, by which a five-process framework is built, including Plan, Do, Check, Outcome,
Act (PDCOA). The five processes exhibit how a certain level of LCCP is achieved through a
chain of management processes. Accordingly, a dual perspective assessment matrix includ-
ing eight dimensions and five processes is formulated, as shown in Table 1. Each matrix cell
includes several assessment indicators and executive indicators. The hierarchical structure
of the index system can be seen in Figure 1. The details of the LCCP calculation model and
its application can be found in our previous published work [18].

Table 1. The dimension–process dual perspective diagnosis matrix for evaluating low-carbon city
performance [18].

Process

Dimension Carbon Sources Carbon Sinks
Low-Carbon
Technology
(Te)

Energy
Structure
(En)

Economic
Develop-
ment (Ec)

Production
Efficiency
(Ef)

Urban
Population
(Po)

Water
(Wa)

Forest
(Fo)

Green
Space
(GS)

Plan (P) En-P Ec-P Ef-P Po-P Wa-P Fo-P GS-P Te-P
Do (D) En-D Ec-D Ef-D Po-D Wa-D Fo-D GS-D Te-D
Check (C) En-C Ec-C Ef-C Po-C Wa-C Fo-C GS-C Te-C
Outcome (O) En-O Ec-O Ef-O Po-O Wa-O Fo-O GS-O Te-O
Act (A) En-A Ec-A Ef-A Po-A Wa-A Fo-A GS-A Te-A
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team’s previous work.

3.1. Correction Factors

Considering that cities have different endowment conditions in the social, economic,
and natural resources dimensions, the results of assessments of LCCP across the eight
dimensions should be modified by applying different correction factors according to the
specific endowment characteristics of individual LCCP dimensions. These endowment
characteristics are discussed as follows:

“The proportion of fossil energy in primary energy consumption” (KEn): As the goal of
low-carbon development in the En dimension is to transform traditional energy into clean
energy by adjusting the energy consumption structure, effective reduction of greenhouse
gas emissions is a key measure. The proportion of non-fossil energy in primary energy
consumption is a binding development indicator adopted in the 13th and 14th Five-Year
plans by most provinces and cities in China. However, the complexity of the energy
structure transition is mainly due to the current dependence of cities on traditional energy
sources. KEn is confirmed as the endowment characteristic index.

“Carbon emission per unit of GDP” (KEc): The goal of low-carbon development in the
Ec dimension is to decouple economic growth from carbon emissions so as to achieve a
slow or even zero growth of carbon emissions whilst continuing economic growth [25]. The
dependence of urban economic growth and industrial structure on high-carbon industries
(carbon intensity) makes it difficult for cities to carry out low-carbon development in the Ec
dimension on the current basis. Therefore, KEc is selected as the urban characteristic index
of the Ec dimension.

“Total factor productivity” (KEf) is selected as the urban characteristic index of the
production efficiency dimension. The objective conditions of a city in terms of production
efficiency are mainly reflected in the technical conditions and levels of production under
various factor combinations.

“Average schooling years” (KPo): The goal of low-carbon development in the Po
dimension is to make more people switch to a low-carbon lifestyle. The willingness for
a low-carbon lifestyle is influenced by various factors, of which education level is most
significant. A study by Jing [26] showed that the higher a person’s education level, the
more willing they are to choose a low-carbon lifestyle. Therefore, KPo is adopted as the
characteristic index of this dimension.

“Annual rainfall” (KFo) is chosen as the endowment characteristic index of the forest
carbon sink dimension. Forest can enhance carbon sequestration capacity. However, forest
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development is related to natural climate conditions such as temperature, atmosphere, and
rainfall. The “Indicator for National Forest City”, the PRC national standard proposed by
the National Forestry and Grassland Administration, sets different benchmark requirements
of forest coverage rate for cities in China under different annual precipitation conditions,
which indicates the importance of annual precipitation to forest development [27].

Similar to the forest carbon sink dimension, green space is vital to protecting and
improving the growth and survival of vegetation, thus enhancing carbon sequestration.
and the urban objective conditions affecting them are similar. “Annual rainfall” is also the
characteristic index of the green space dimension, denoted as KGS.

“The number of invention patents per 10,000 people” (KTe) is adopted as the character-
istic index for the Te dimension. This index indicates the capacity of cities to develop and
apply low-carbon technologies, thus representing the endowment characteristic of cities in
the Te dimension.

Based on the above discussion, Table 2 summarizes the endowment characteristics and
the corresponding index (K) under each dimension of LCCP. The value of the correction
factor (α) in each dimension should be based on the value of K. The value of α can be
negative or positive, where a positive factor means that the larger the K value, the larger
the α value should be, and a negative factor, in contrast, means that the larger the K value,
the smaller the α value should be. For example, a higher KEn value (proportion of fossil
energy consumption in primary energy consumption) indicates significant challenges for
a city in transitioning from traditional to clean energy sources. This greater reliance on
fossil fuels necessitates additional time and effort from both municipal authorities and
residents to shift towards a more sustainable energy structure, compared to cities with
a more advantageous energy mix. Consequently, such cities receive a higher correction
factor (αEn) in the assessment of their low-carbon performance. Accordingly, the αEn is
considered as a positive index, and the factor type is denoted by a symbol of “+” in Table 2.

Table 2. Correction factors applied in different dimensions.

Correction Factor Endowment Characteristics Corresponding Index (K) Factor Type

αEn Dependence on fossil fuels Proportion of fossil energy consumption in
primary energy consumption (%) (KEn) +

αEc Carbon intensity Carbon emissions per unit of GDP
(t/10,000 yuan) (KEc) +

αEf Social productivity Total factor productivity (KEf) −

αPo
Difficulty for city dwellers to transition to
low-carbon lifestyle Average schooling years (year) (KPo) −

αWa Water resource abundance Proportion of water area in the urban
administrative area (%) (KWa) −

αFo Construction difficulty of forest carbon sink Mean annual rainfall (mm) (KFo) −

αGS
Construction difficulty of green space
carbon sink Mean annual rainfall (mm) (KGS) −

αTe
Development and application ability of
low-carbon technology

Invention patent ownership per 10,000 people
(KTe) −

Furthermore, it is considered that only the process variables P and O will be affected
by urban endowment characteristics. Therefore, correction factors are only applied to
the two process variables. In considering P, as LCC strategies are planned in line with
the urban characteristic conditions of a city, thus the assessment results on P should be
corrected. Gaps exist between cities in terms of low-carbon plan contents and their current
development status, as well as the historical foundation of the cities. These gaps will in
turn affect the LCCP of individual cities. On the other hand, these planning gaps cannot be
bridged by efforts from local governments. So, it is important to introduce a mechanism
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to mitigate the influences of the gaps on the assessment of LCCP. For the process variable
“O”, the effect of urban characteristic conditions on the value of LCCP outcome is obvious.
For example, resource-based cities have relatively higher dependence on coal and other
fossil fuels in comparison to other types of cities such as tourist-based cities. The resource-
based cities are in a more difficult position for achieving an optimal low-carbon energy
structure even though they can produce effective energy transformation plans. Therefore,
when evaluating LCC performance by governments between cities, it is necessary to adopt
a correction coefficient to mitigate the influence of the characteristic conditions on the
calculated value of the process variables P and O. For the process variables of D, C, and A,
management activities in these processes mainly carried out according to the specifications
formulated in the plan strategies, and the endowment conditions of the cities, have little
influence on these process variables. Therefore, the correction coefficient is not applicable
to the process variables D, C, and A.

3.2. Calculation Model for Correction Factors

According to the rationale discussed in Section 1, those cities in the position of having
favorable characteristic conditions should be assigned with a correction coefficient with a
value of less than 1, and those cities with unfavorable characteristic conditions should be
assigned a correction coefficient with a value of greater than 1. The value calculation of the
correction coefficient for a specific city j in LCC dimension Di can be conducted with the
following Formulas (1) and (2):

αDi·j =
lnKDi·j

Median(lnKDi)
(for positive factor)

αDi·j =
Median(lnKDi)

lnKDi·j
(for negative factor)

where αDi·j denotes the correction coefficient applicable for city j in LCC dimension Di,
and KDi·j denotes the value of endowment characteristic K of the city j in LCC dimension
Di. The Median(lnKDi) denotes the median value of lnKDi·j among all sample cities in
LCC dimension Di. It is worth noting that the value of KDi·j in some dimensions may be
less than the natural logarithm (e), in which case the logarithm result will be negative.
Therefore, for such dimensions, before logarithmic processing, we will multiply KDi·j of all
cities by an integer (10, 100, or 1000) to ensure the result of lnKDi·j is positive.

Based on the calculation results in Formulas (1) and (2), the corrected value for both the
overall LCCP and dimensional LCCP can be further obtained by using the following formula:

V′
Di=

∑ VDi−j

5
=

αDiVDi−P + VDi−D + VDi−C + αDiVDi−O + VDi−A

5

V=
∑ VDi

8
=

VEn + VEc + VE f + VPo + VWa + VFo + VGS + VTe

8

V′=
∑ V′

Di
8

=
V′

En + V′
Ec + V′

E f + V′
Po + V′

Wa + V′
Fo + V′

GS + V′
Te

8
where V denotes the pre-corrected value of the overall LCCP performance and VDi denotes
the pre-corrected value of dimensional LCCP. The pre-corrected LCCP can be calculated
according to the index system and calculation model developed by Shen et al. [18]. V′ de-
notes the corrected value of the overall LCCP performance, and V′

Di denotes the corrected
value of dimensional LCCP.
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4. Empirical Studies

This section will demonstrate the application of the methodologies established in the
previous section by referring to 36 major cities in China. These cities are all provincial
capital cities or sub-provincial cities in China, which are the political, economic, and cultural
centers at the provincial level [28]. The location details of these sample cities can be seen in
Figure 2.
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4.1. Executive Indicators

In referring to the dimension–process dual perspective indicator system (Table 1), eight
dimensions and five processes make up the evaluation matrix covering 40 assessment cells.
Each evaluation cell includes several assessment indicators, and each assessment indicator
includes several executive indicators, forming the indicator system hierarchy, as shown
in Figure 1. Considering the limitations of page space, only the assessment indicators
under the energy structure dimension are presented, as shown in Table 3. Finally, each
executive indicator will be specified, with scoring criteria and scoring rules for enabling the
calculation of LCCP value. Table 4 shows a sample of the scoring criteria and scoring rules
for qualitative and quantitative executive indicators. The assessment indicators, executive
indicators, scoring criteria and scoring rules are determined through literature and policy
review. Detailed information can be found in our previous study [18] and the published
book on low-carbon city performance in China written by the research team [29].
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Table 3. Assessment indicators under the energy structure dimension.

Process Assessment Indicators Executive Indicators

En-P

En-P1:Plans for the development and application
of non-fossil fuel energy

En-P1-1:Plan content

En-P1-2:Authority of plans

En-P1-3:Reference of plans

En-P1-4:Diversity of the projects in plans

En-P2:Plans for the development of energy
technology

En-P2-1:Plan content

En-P2-2:Authority of plans

En-P2-2:Reference of plans

En-P2-2:Diversity of the projects in plans

En-P3:Plans for the reduction of energy intensity

En-P3-1:Plan content

En-P3-2:Authority of plans

En-P3-3:Reference of plans

En-P3-4:Diversity of the projects in plans

En-D

En-D1:Policy measures needed for implementing
plan

En-D1-1:Perfection level of the associated policies

En-D1-2:Availability of the associated policies for citizen

En-D2:Resources needed for implementing plan

En-D2-1:Strength of fund supports

En-D2-2:Strength of human resource supports

En-D2-3:Strength of technology supports

En-C

En-C1:Policy measures needed for checking

En-C1-1:Perfection level of the associated checking policies

En-C1-2:Practices of checking policies

En-C1-3:Performance assessments of energy-relative CO2
emissions

En-C2:Resources needed for checking

En-C2-1:Strength of fund supports for checking

En-C2-2:Strength of human resource supports for checking

En-C2-3:Strength of technology supports for checking

En-O
En-O1:The performance of energy production and
consumption

En-O1-1:Per capita energy-relative CO2 emissions

En-O1-2:Energy-relative CO2 emissions in per unit of GDP

En-O1-3:Proportion of non-fossil energy in primary energy
consumption

En-O1-4:The proportion of coal burning in energy
consumption of industrial enterprises above designated size

En-A

En-A1:Encouragement measures for better energy
consumption performance

En-A1-1:Awards for government sectors based on the
performance assessments

En-A1-2:Punitive measures for government sectors based on
the performance assessments

En-A2:Penalty measures for poor energy
consumption performance

En-A2-1:Awards for enterprises, associations and individuals
based on the performance assessments

En-A2-2:Punitive measures for enterprises, associations and
individuals based on the performance assessments

En-A3:Design for improvement measures

En-A3-1:Summaries and optimizing strategies published by
government

En-A3-2:Summaries and optimizing strategies published by
associations
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Table 4. Sample of the scoring criteria and scoring rules for qualitative and quantitative executive
indicators.

Executive Indicators Scoring Criteria and Scoring Rules

En-P1-1: Plans for the development
and application of non-fossil fuel
energy—Plan content

Scoring criteria:
Whether there are clear provisions in the city’s planning regarding the following:
1⃝ the consumption of non-fossil fuel energy;
2⃝ the proportion of non-fossil fuel energy;
3⃝ the proportion of the power generation of non-fossil fuel energy;
4⃝ the optimization goals of energy structure;
5⃝ the spatial distribution of energy development.

Scoring rules:
100—when all credit points are met;
80—when any four credit points are met;
60—when any three credit points are met;
40—when any two credit points are met;
20—when any one credit point is met;
0—when none of the credit points are met.

En-O1-1: Per capita energy-relative
CO2 emissions

This executive indicator is a negative quantitative indicator, which is calculated by using
the following formula:

VDi−j,k =


100 , xk ≤ xl

xh−xk
xh−xl

× 100, xl < xk ≤ xh
0 , xk > xh

VDi−j, k represents the standardized value of a specific LCCP executive indicator k in process
j under dimension Di; xk denotes the real value of the executive indicator k for the target city;
xh denotes the maximum value of k for a sample of cities; and xl denotes the minimum
value of k for the sample of cities.

4.2. Assessment Results

Table 5 shows the data sources for the characteristic index (K) variables (see Table 1).
Table 6 shows the original data for K for the sample city. By applying the data to Formulas (1)
and (2), the values of the correction factors (α) are calculated, as shown in Table 7.

Table 5. The data sources for the characteristic index (K) variables.

Data Source

KEn The special energy plans or the “14th Five-Year Plan” issued by the sample cities, and government’s official website, etc.

KEc China city carbon dioxide emissions dataset (2020) of the China City Greenhouse Gas Working Group (CCG)

KEf

KEf is calculated according the method proposed by Cheng and Kong [30] and Huang et al. [31]. The data for
calculation are collected from the China Urban Statistical Yearbook, China Regional Statistical Yearbook and China
Statistical Yearbook.

KPo Bulletin of the seventh National Census issued by the sample cities

KWa The ecological environment bulletin of the sample cities and the results of the second national wetland census

KFo,
KGS

China city Statistical Yearbook (2021) [32]

KTe Chinese Research Data Services platform

Table 6. The data for the characteristic index (K) for the 36 cities.

City KEn KEc KEf KPo KWa KFo KGS KTe

Beijing 10.40 0.37 0.73 12.64 2.26 527.10 527.10 74.14
Tianjin 7.70 1.30 1.12 11.29 24.84 571.00 571.00 54.22
Shijiazhuang 5.00 1.77 0.98 10.76 0.05 551.40 551.40 18.22
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Table 6. Cont.

City KEn KEc KEf KPo KWa KFo KGS KTe

Taiyuan 6.50 1.58 0.22 11.84 2.75 542.90 542.90 22.74
Huhhot 11.20 2.71 0.03 11.30 1.94 367.20 367.20 15.86
Shenyang 8.60 1.02 0.67 11.39 1.69 658.00 658.00 23.23
Dalian 10.00 1.11 0.64 10.82 28.66 714.30 714.30 23.64
Changchun 9.50 1.02 0.08 10.69 4.88 663.50 663.50 19.11
Harbin 9.00 1.30 0.74 11.16 2.35 423.00 423.00 15.52
Shanghai 18.00 2.46 0.93 11.81 1.92 1164.50 1164.50 55.93
Nanjing 6.50 0.78 0.39 11.76 5.23 1090.00 1090.00 81.76
Hangzhou 16.30 0.51 1.00 10.41 11.40 1721.00 1721.00 77.13
Ningbo 20.00 0.73 0.41 9.42 6.20 1480.00 1480.00 64.16
Hefei 6.30 0.56 0.39 10.80 10.37 1523.00 1523.00 43.84
Fuzhou 21.60 0.60 0.88 10.39 17.38 1403.00 1403.00 31.26
Xiamen 22.00 0.27 0.90 11.17 18.97 1143.20 1143.20 56.98
Nanchang 13.60 0.50 0.37 11.01 17.50 1600.00 1600.00 28.52
Jinan 2.90 0.81 0.90 10.97 2.92 548.70 548.70 44.29
Qingdao 8.00 0.57 0.15 10.83 12.39 662.10 662.10 57.02
Zhengzhou 11.20 0.53 0.95 11.76 7.71 576.00 576.00 39.82
Wuhan 15.60 0.54 0.03 11.96 19.12 1269.00 1269.00 47.69
Changsha 17.70 0.34 0.25 11.52 2.89 1350.00 1350.00 32.74
Guangzhou 29.00 0.33 0.04 11.61 10.71 1623.60 1623.60 83.05
Shenzhen 29.00 0.16 0.24 11.86 23.33 1932.00 1932.00 125.86
Nanning 25.00 0.70 0.45 10.64 2.86 1110.70 1110.70 13.49
Haikou 17.40 0.48 0.48 11.40 2.19 1220.00 1220.00 20.90
Chongqing 25.00 0.75 0.66 9.80 2.51 1184.10 1184.10 17.21
Chengdu 44.20 0.28 0.20 10.85 2.01 1229.60 1229.60 31.18
Guiyang 21.10 0.94 0.32 10.76 2.00 1156.20 1156.20 25.99
Kunming 42.00 0.43 0.82 11.03 2.97 850.10 850.10 21.74
Xi’an 10.00 0.46 0.03 11.85 3.96 648.30 648.30 35.70
Lanzhou 13.00 1.63 0.50 11.33 0.29 300.00 300.00 21.20
Xining 47.00 2.46 0.87 10.20 0.08 500.00 500.00 13.17
Yinchuan 13.70 6.90 0.32 11.01 5.90 182.60 182.60 15.09
Urumqi 17.00 1.89 0.50 11.57 0.94 199.60 199.60 14.38
Lhasa 45.00 0.68 0.48 9.55 3.83 435.00 435.00 15.75

Table 7. Value of the correction factors for the 36 cities.

City αEn αEc αEf αPo αWa αFo αGS αTe

Beijing 1.15 0.85 1.02 0.98 1.07 1.06 1.06 0.84
Tianjin 1.31 1.14 1.02 0.99 0.79 1.05 1.05 0.85
Shijiazhuang 1.33 1.20 0.97 1.01 1.29 1.05 1.05 1.17
Taiyuan 1.33 1.19 1.04 0.98 1.04 1.06 1.06 1.09
Huhhot 1.11 1.20 1.04 0.99 1.11 1.10 1.10 1.19
Shenyang 1.25 1.08 0.98 0.99 1.13 1.03 1.03 1.08
Dalian 1.16 1.10 0.98 1.01 0.79 1.01 1.01 1.07
Changchun 1.19 1.08 1.04 1.02 0.94 1.02 1.02 1.15
Harbin 1.22 1.14 0.99 1.00 1.07 1.10 1.10 1.19
Shanghai 0.93 1.20 1.02 0.98 1.11 0.94 0.94 0.84
Nanjing 1.33 1.02 1.00 0.98 0.93 0.95 0.95 0.84
Hangzhou 0.96 0.92 0.97 1.03 0.83 0.92 0.92 0.84
Ningbo 0.90 1.00 0.98 1.03 0.91 0.92 0.92 0.84
Hefei 1.33 0.94 0.98 1.01 0.84 0.92 0.92 0.90
Fuzhou 0.87 0.96 0.97 1.03 0.79 0.92 0.92 0.99
Xiamen 0.87 0.85 0.97 1.00 0.79 0.95 0.95 0.84
Nanchang 1.03 0.92 1.00 1.00 0.79 0.92 0.92 1.01
Jinan 1.33 1.03 0.97 1.00 1.03 1.06 1.06 0.90
Qingdao 1.29 0.95 1.04 1.01 0.82 1.03 1.03 0.84
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Table 7. Cont.

City αEn αEc αEf αPo αWa αFo αGS αTe

Zhengzhou 1.11 0.93 0.97 0.98 0.88 1.05 1.05 0.92
Wuhan 0.98 0.93 1.04 0.98 0.79 0.93 0.93 0.88
Changsha 0.93 0.85 1.01 0.98 1.03 0.92 0.92 0.97
Guangzhou 0.81 0.85 1.04 0.98 0.83 0.92 0.92 0.84
Shenzhen 0.81 0.85 1.00 0.98 0.79 0.92 0.92 0.84
Nanning 0.83 1.00 0.99 1.02 1.03 0.95 0.95 1.19
Haikou 0.94 0.91 0.99 0.99 1.08 0.94 0.94 1.12
Chongqing 0.83 1.01 1.00 1.03 1.05 0.94 0.94 1.19
Chengdu 0.81 0.85 1.04 1.01 1.10 0.94 0.94 0.99
Guiyang 0.88 1.06 0.98 1.01 1.10 0.94 0.94 1.04
Kunming 0.81 0.88 1.02 1.00 1.02 0.99 0.99 1.10
Xi’an 1.16 0.90 1.02 0.98 0.97 1.03 1.03 0.95
Lanzhou 1.05 1.19 1.03 0.99 1.29 1.10 1.10 1.11
Xining 0.81 1.20 1.01 1.03 1.29 1.07 1.07 1.19
Yinchuan 1.02 1.20 1.04 1.00 0.91 1.10 1.10 1.19
Urumqi 0.95 1.20 1.01 0.98 1.28 1.10 1.10 1.19
Lhasa 0.81 0.99 1.00 1.03 0.98 1.10 1.10 1.19
Max 1.33 1.20 1.04 1.03 1.29 1.10 1.10 1.19
Min 0.81 0.85 0.97 0.98 0.79 0.92 0.92 0.84
Average 1.04 1.02 1.00 1.00 0.99 1.00 1.00 1.01

As observed in Table 7, from the dimension perspective, the correction coefficient for
the energy structure dimension (αEn) exhibits the widest value spread, extending from 0.81
to 1.33. Conversely, the coefficient for population (αPo) demonstrates the narrowest range,
varying only from 0.98 to 1.03. This indicates that the endowment of “Proportion of fossil
energy consumption in primary energy consumption” in the 36 cities differ greatly, but
there is only a small difference in the index of “Average schooling years”.

4.2.1. Dimensional Differences between the Pre- and Post-Corrected LCCPVs

Data for the executive indicators in Tables 3 and 4 were further collected. The method-
ology used for processing the data and assessing LCCPVs before correction is the same
as the methodology we introduced in our previous work [18]. Then, the corrected LCC
performance values (LCCPV′s) were calculated by adopting Formula (3) based on the origi-
nal LCCPVs and the established α values in Table 7. The results for the eight dimensions
before and after correction are shown in Table 8, and the variations in the LCCPV rankings
under the eight dimensions of the 36 cities are further highlighted in Figure 3.

It can be seen in Table 8, from the dimensional perspective, that the correction coeffi-
cient has little effect on the mean change, and the largest change in the mean value is in the
dimension of energy structure, with the average score changing from 49.54 to 50.28. Table 7
also shows that applying the correction coefficient reduces the value of the coefficient of
variation (CV) in the dimensions of Ec, Wa, and Te, but increases the value of CV in the
En dimension. Furthermore, the four dimensions (Ef, Po, Fo, and GS) have no significant
change in the value of CV.

Table 8 and Figure 3 further show that the ranking variations are significantly different
among the eight dimensions. The most significant improvement in the LCCPV rankings
was observed in Xining under the Wa dimension, with an improvement from ranking 32 to
19, whereas the biggest decline was for Chengdu under the En dimension, with the ranking
decreasing from 9 to 22.
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Table 8. Comparisons between the original and the corrected low-carbon city performance value rankings under the eight LCC dimensions.

Cities
En Ec Ef Po Wa Fo GS Te

Score Rank Score Rank Score Rank Score Rank Score Rank Score Rank Score Rank Score Rank

Before/After Before/After Before/After Before/After Before/After Before/After Before/After Before/After Before/After Before/After Before/After Before/After Before/After Before/After Before/After Before/After

Beijing 74.28/78.85 1/1 87.13/81.66 1/6 70.05/70.46 2/1 72.86/72.05 3/3 64.97/66.18 8/2 65.89/67.31 1/1 83.13/84.99 1/1 68.08/63.84 1/1
Tianjin 66.32/75.27 4/2 78.67/82.71 14/3 63.40/63.87 4/3 71.20/70.97 4/4 56.39/53.76 18/28 45.57/46.03 15/14 66.08/67.10 20/16 54.72/51.65 7/8

Shijiazhuang 47.29/54.71 21/10 76.58/81.19 17/7 47.18/46.60 26/26 52.80/53.13 19/19 47.81/50.34 35/34 40.76/41.45 21/20 65.46/66.83 21/17 43.71/47.22 14/11
Taiyuan 50.11/57.52 19/8 71.87/76.33 25/18 40.42/41.05 31/31 55.00/54.42 15/18 56.70/57.28 17/17 25.06/25.41 35/34 66.70/67.99 18/14 28.09/29.49 32/33
Huhhot 41.86/43.51 30/27 69.30/73.78 30/22 40.12/40.83 32/33 47.28/47.09 25/25 56.26/57.93 19/15 48.82/50.65 8/6 68.12/70.65 14/11 28.18/31.10 31/31

Shenyang 43.18/48.20 26/19 77.11/79.44 15/11 53.77/53.30 17/17 50.42/50.16 23/23 58.29/60.50 15/13 25.79/25.94 34/33 65.36/65.93 22/20 31.94/33.29 29/29
Dalian 50.47/54.53 17/11 68.88/71.42 31/28 57.13/56.80 10/10 40.89/41.17 31/30 70.06/64.12 2/5 47.76/48.05 12/10 75.36/75.74 6/5 36.87/37.90 22/19

Changchun 41.32/44.92 31/25 71.52/73.62 27/23 50.97/51.82 21/20 40.45/40.83 33/32 65.75/64.17 7/4 35.58/35.88 27/27 62.18/62.73 25/23 32.12/33.81 28/27
Harbin 42.97/47.24 28/20 74.24/78.10 22/14 49.26/49.08 23/23 38.37/38.31 34/34 62.18/63.61 10/6 33.78/35.93 30/26 55.38/57.15 34/34 30.81/33.53 30/28

Shanghai 66.83/64.64 3/5 81.13/87.46 7/1 62.21/62.66 5/5 75.85/75.01 2/2 53.01/54.46 28/23 35.07/34.57 29/29 75.50/73.96 5/6 63.46/59.17 2/3
Nanjing 60.59/68.70 5/4 83.11/83.68 4/2 63.59/63.57 3/4 64.71/64.11 9/11 64.01/62.37 9/9 40.56/40.10 23/22 78.95/77.46 3/3 60.92/56.51 3/4

Hangzhou 70.76/69.46 2/3 82.48/79.94 5/10 70.57/69.70 1/2 63.65/64.37 11/10 75.26/70.33 1/1 50.09/48.34 7/9 82.46/80.35 2/2 56.73/52.54 6/7
Ningbo 58.52/55.65 6/9 80.67/80.81 9/8 57.67/57.25 9/9 63.81/64.51 10/9 68.56/66.10 4/3 41.13/39.75 20/23 68.24/66.19 13/19 39.11/35.44 18/25
Hefei 46.75/53.50 22/13 81.06/79.32 8/12 55.28/54.75 13/13 43.78/44.03 28/28 50.05/48.21 30/35 47.92/46.51 10/12 66.59/64.43 19/22 46.79/44.59 11/14

Fuzhou 43.08/40.29 27/29 75.86/74.73 19/19 45.38/44.65 27/28 46.16/46.77 27/26 53.67/50.37 25/33 46.37/44.67 14/15 63.95/62.23 23/24 37.27/37.03 21/22
Xiamen 42.45/39.35 29/31 72.35/67.73 24/32 55.29/54.51 12/14 54.78/54.71 18/16 68.63/63.13 3/7 40.33/39.32 24/24 77.40/75.83 4/4 42.83/40.10 16/17

Nanchang 52.20/52.94 11/14 73.76/71.40 23/29 54.43/54.40 14/15 43.47/43.55 29/29 65.80/60.55 6/11 43.99/42.71 17/18 60.37/58.58 28/31 45.21/45.43 13/13
Jinan 51.26/59.70 13/7 71.68/72.52 26/27 61.00/60.24 6/8 50.83/50.96 22/22 55.63/56.07 20/18 36.05/36.59 25/25 69.84/71.15 11/10 39.37/37.62 17/20

Qingdao 54.51/62.83 7/6 83.90/82.33 3/5 59.92/61.00 7/6 66.98/67.26 7/7 66.30/61.68 5/10 46.64/46.98 13/11 67.81/68.44 15/13 50.68/47.28 9/10
Zhengzhou 51.15/53.99 14/12 75.17/73.12 20/25 51.82/51.04 20/21 49.04/48.43 24/24 54.16/52.15 24/29 42.56/42.93 18/17 60.15/61.06 29/27 36.57/35.49 23/24

Wuhan 50.55/49.97 16/15 79.78/77.83 11/15 53.79/54.84 16/12 70.37/69.65 6/6 54.47/51.03 23/31 35.67/34.75 26/28 68.99/67.35 12/15 50.33/47.65 10/9
Changsha 50.29/48.29 18/17 70.45/65.60 28/33 53.88/54.11 15/16 54.82/54.44 17/17 59.51/60.13 13/14 47.87/46.49 11/13 60.93/59.46 27/30 46.63/46.01 12/12
Guangzhou 53.50/48.28 8/18 79.17/73.98 12/21 59.64/60.65 8/7 70.68/70.22 5/5 57.97/54.13 16/26 45.53/44.19 16/16 74.22/71.38 8/9 34.48/32.14 25/30
Shenzhen 51.74/46.19 12/23 76.94/72.98 16/26 48.93/48.89 24/24 78.33/77.54 1/1 60.74/57.41 12/16 22.99/22.38 36/36 74.41/72.01 7/7 57.27/53.48 5/6
Nanning 44.18/40.10 23/30 79.09/78.95 13/13 50.40/50.24 22/22 52.44/52.79 20/20 53.44/53.90 26/27 59.11/57.65 3/2 67.72/66.44 16/18 38.01/41.43 19/16
Haikou 43.70/42.19 24/28 66.93/64.05 33/34 43.45/43.14 29/29 38.29/38.06 35/35 58.75/60.53 14/12 50.15/48.65 6/8 66.89/65.46 17/21 27.98/29.62 33/32

Chongqing 50.93/46.14 15/24 82.09/82.42 6/4 52.11/52.13 19/19 65.09/65.92 8/8 61.93/63.13 11/7 58.38/57.06 2/3 73.14/71.69 9/8 58.59/62.99 4/2
Chengdu 52.97/46.26 9/22 85.90/80.73 2/9 55.43/56.54 11/11 58.82/59.10 13/13 49.74/50.89 33/32 42.44/41.18 19/21 70.10/68.55 10/12 54.45/54.12 8/5
Guiyang 52.72/49.80 10/16 75.06/76.88 21/16 41.72/41.24 30/30 54.95/55.25 16/15 52.59/54.26 29/25 54.12/52.72 5/5 63.25/62.08 24/25 37.46/38.24 20/18
Kunming 49.08/44.58 20/26 80.63/76.50 10/17 47.59/48.09 25/25 40.48/40.53 32/33 54.69/55.16 22/20 54.39/54.06 4/4 61.04/60.80 26/28 32.93/34.00 27/26

Xi’an 43.24/46.52 25/21 76.01/73.20 18/24 44.96/45.38 28/27 56.80/56.17 14/14 55.19/54.65 21/22 48.39/49.02 9/7 56.82/57.40 32/33 43.10/42.18 15/15
Lanzhou 35.69/36.42 35/33 67.09/71.04 32/30 52.53/53.16 18/18 41.32/41.10 30/31 49.67/54.34 34/24 40.60/41.79 22/19 54.51/56.24 35/35 34.41/36.03 26/23
Xining 36.87/32.47 34/36 57.86/62.15 36/36 39.68/39.83 34/34 59.15/59.79 12/12 49.92/55.54 32/19 23.28/23.76 28/35 59.76/61.30 30/26 24.10/26.89 34/34

Yinchuan 34.63/34.89 36/34 70.02/74.15 29/20 40.09/40.86 33/32 51.27/51.33 21/21 53.22/51.54 27/30 33.56/34.08 31/30 58.39/60.41 31/29 35.56/37.57 24/21
Urumqi 39.49/38.71 32/32 64.81/69.59 34/31 38.97/39.15 35/35 22.91/22.58 36/36 50.03/54.75 31/21 27.22/27.91 33/32 56.26/58.29 33/32 22.72/24.85 35/35
Lhasa 37.82/33.37 33/35 63.10/62.86 35/35 26.67/26.64 36/36 46.26/46.71 26/27 40.31/39.97 36/36 29.82/30.11 32/31 52.93/54.65 36/36 21.65/23.52 36/36
Mean
Value 49.54/50.28 75.32/75.39 51.65/51.74 54.29/54.25 57.66/57.07 42.04/41.80 66.62/66.45 41.48/41.22

SD 9.37/11.18 6.58/6.04 9.22/9.21 12.38/12.27 7.27/6.04 10.23/9.99 7.65/7.06 11.92/10.40
CV 0.19/0.22 0.09/0.08 0.18/0.18 0.23/0.23 0.13/0.11 0.24/0.24 0.11/0.11 0.29/0.25
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Figure 3. Variations in the low-carbon city performance value rankings under the eight dimensions
of the 36 cities.

It is interesting to note under the En, Wa, and Fo dimensions, many sample cities
obtained higher LCCPV rankings after being corrected. Meanwhile, under the Ef and Po
dimensions, 52.8% and 66.7% of sample cities had consistent LCCPV rankings, which were
unchanged after correction. However, for the Ec, GS and Te dimensions, the number of
cities which obtained higher (16, 14, and 13) and lower (16, 14, and 14) LCCPV rankings
were similar. This indicates that there were no obvious trends in the LCCPV ranking
variations for these three dimensions.
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From the perspective of cities, Guangzhou and Lhasa had the biggest and smallest
adjustment variations of their LCCPV rankings for the eight dimensions. The ranking
variations of Guangzhou under the eight dimensions were −10, −9, 1, 0, −10, 0, −1, and
−5, respectively, and those for Lhasa were −2, 0, 0, −1, 0, 1, 0 and 0, respectively.

4.2.2. Overall Differences between the Original and Corrected LCCPVs

Based on the pre- and post-corrected results for the eight dimensions in Table 8 the
overall rankings of the 36 cities before and after correction were calculated by adopting
Formulas (4) and (5), respectively. The results are displayed in Table 9, which are also
presented graphically in Figure 4.

Table 9. Comparisons between the original and the corrected low-carbon city performances.

City
Score Rank

City
Score Rank

Before After Before After Variation Before After Before After Variation

Beijing 73.29 73.17 1 1 0 Wuhan 57.97 56.63 12 11 1
Tianjin 62.79 63.92 6 5 1 Changsha 55.56 54.32 16 19 −3
Shijiazhuang 52.65 55.18 22 16 6 Guangzhou 59.46 56.87 9 10 −1
Taiyuan 49.25 51.19 30 27 3 Shenzhen 58.9 56.36 10 12 −2
Huhhot 49.99 51.94 28 25 3 Nanning 55.58 55.19 15 15 0
Shenyang 50.69 52.1 26 24 2 Haikou 49.52 48.96 29 31 −2
Dalian 55.88 56.22 14 13 1 Chongqing 63.33 62.69 5 6 −1
Changchun 50.04 50.97 27 28 −1 Chengdu 58.72 57.17 11 9 2
Harbin 48.36 50.37 31 29 2 Guiyang 53.94 53.81 20 20 0
Shanghai 64.16 63.99 4 4 0 Kunming 52.61 51.72 24 26 −2
Nanjing 64.59 64.56 3 3 0 Xi’an 53.07 53.07 21 22 −1
Hangzhou 68.93 66.88 2 2 0 Lanzhou 46.97 48.77 33 32 1
Ningbo 59.77 58.21 8 8 0 Xining 45.39 45.22 34 34 0
Hefei 54.8 54.42 18 17 1 Yinchuan 46.99 48.1 32 33 −1
Fuzhou 51.48 50.09 25 30 −5 Urumqi 40.25 41.98 35 35 0
Xiamen 56.73 54.34 13 18 −5 Lhasa 33.98 39.73 36 36 0

Nanchang 54.85 53.7 17 21 −4 Mean Value 54.72 54.78
Jinan 54.49 55.61 19 14 5 SD 7.56 6.66
Qingdao 62.15 62.23 7 7 0 CV 0.14 0.12

Zhengzhou 52.62 52.28 23 23 0
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Figure 4. The (a) ranking and (b) ranking variations of low-carbon city construction performances for
the 36 cities.

It can be seen in Table 9 and Figure 4 that the most significant variation in the overall
LCCPV rankings was observed in Shijiazhuang, which improved from 22 to 16. The largest
declines in rankings occurred for Fuzhou and Xiamen, which changed from positions 25 to
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30, and 13 to 18, respectively. It is worth noting that Beijing, Shanghai, Hangzhou, Nanjing,
Ningbo, and other cities did not change positions; these cities have always maintained
a relatively good ranking. This shows that our correction factor will not make a huge
difference to the results, but it can make the results more objective and fairer to some extent.

5. Discussion
5.1. Application of Correction Factors in the Assessment of Low-Carbon City Performance (LCCP)

In this study, a correction factor is employed to the process variables P (Plan) and
O (Outcome) to the assessment of urban low-carbon city performance, so as to obtain a
more just assessment ranking between cities. The planning for low-carbon development
is affected by many attributes, such as economy, population, climate, industrial structure,
etc. [33,34]. As cities are different in these attributes, the contents and quality of their
plans will be different. For example, Hu and Fan [35] pointed out that China’s urban
expansion has a positive impact on energy consumption, so urban energy planning was
often positively correlated with city size, so it is unfair to ignore objective factors and adopt
the same assessment criteria for energy planning with all cities. Similarly, as the main
source of CO2 absorption in the field of carbon sinks, the scale of forests in cities needs
to be considered in light of the limitations of natural factors, such as precipitation and
temperature [36]. So, the assessment of the low-carbon performance levels of cities in the
forest dimension needs to consider the climate conditions.

For example, on the original LCCP value in this study, Jinan was ranked 19th among
the 36 cities. After introducing the correction factor, the corrected LCCP value of Jinan is
ranked 14th. In contrast, Jinan received a relatively low ranking in other low-carbon city
evaluations. In the evaluation of the development of low-carbon cities in China which was
carried out by Zhuang [23], Jinan ranked 50th among 70 pilot cities. In the evaluation study
by Zhang et al. [21], Jinan ranked 52nd among 110 cities, even ranking behind many third-
and fourth-tier cities. However, Jinan’s performance in the development of low-carbon
cities was reported to be very good. Gao et al. [37] indicated that Jinan is one of the 15 cities
which have implemented special LCC programming integrating low-carbon concepts into
the whole process of urban planning, construction and management. In the technology
promotion mechanism of low-carbon cities, Jinan encourages enterprises to apply for
national key low-carbon technologies and products to improve their industrialization
capabilities. On the other hand, emission reduction technologies are supported by all
stakeholders, with wide application. It was reported that Jinan has broken down its carbon
emission intensity reduction target into discrete levels. A series of low-carbon initiatives
have been made in Jinan City, contributing to the receipt of the highest grade of “excellent”
in the national low-carbon city pilot evaluation [38]. This is echoed by our corrected value
for Jinan, which more accurately reflects the real LCCP contributed by the efforts of Jinan
city’s government and citizens.

As another example, the LCCP value of Shijiazhuang in the En dimension was orig-
inally ranked 21st. After the application of the correction factor, the LCCP rank of this
city in the En dimension increased to 10th. Shijiazhuang is an energy production city. Its
energy structure cannot be adjusted by the local government. In fact, this city has devoted
considerable efforts to promoting LCCP by issuing a series of planning documents such as
the “carbon peaking implementation plan” and the “scientific and technological support
carbon peaking and carbon neutral implementation plan”. Shijiazhuang even issued the
“Shijiazhuang Low-carbon Development Promotion Regulations” in 2023, to ensure the
implementation of low-carbon measures by making them regulatory requirements. These
measures have enabled Shijiazhuang to successfully meet its provincial assessment targets
in the context of a large energy consumer. The corrected ranking value for this city more
fairly reflects the efforts of its government.

This study also adjusted the O process variables. The outcomes of urban low-carbon
development are often limited to various objective factors. Cities or countries with better
endowments of natural resources are in a better position to achieve good low-carbon perfor-
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mance. Conversely, cities with higher industrial dependence or greater energy consumption
face greater challenges in pursuing low-carbon development paths [39]. According to Lou
et al. [40], the trajectory of urban low-carbon and sustainable development was susceptible
to influences from factors such as the industrial sectors and energy consumption. Bridge
et al. [41] also revealed that during the implementation of urban low-carbon transforma-
tion, incorporating considerations of regional specificity, spatial disparities, and scale can
enhance the credibility of the assessment results. The findings of this study indicated that
without correction factors, cities with higher industrial reliance, such as Shijiazhuang and
Jinan, would exhibit relatively low levels of low-carbon development. Therefore, while the
outcomes demonstrated the effectiveness of urban low-carbon development, they were
impacted by multiple objective factors; thus, correction factors must be applied to ensure
fairness and objectivity in conducting urban low-carbon assessments.

The performance of urban low-carbon development is influenced by both carbon
sources and sinks, and these two primary fields encompass diverse dimensions. Therefore,
it is essential to adopt correction factors for different dimensions. By introducing these
correction factors, we can tailor the adjustments according to the specific characteristics of
each city; thus, better reflecting their low-carbon transformation potential. The assessment
method based on correction factors assists decision-makers in understanding the low-
carbon performance of each individual city and identify existing issues and challenges.

However, when using correction factors for assessing low-carbon city development,
several potential limitations and challenges need to be considered. Firstly, determining the
appropriate correction factor relies on sufficient data support and adequate analytical meth-
ods. Secondly, the selection and weighting of correction coefficients involve subjectivity,
and incorporation of expert opinions and relevant research are necessary to ensure objectiv-
ity and fairness. Thirdly, the application of correction coefficients may require continuous
updates and adjustments to adapt to the dynamic changes and emerging challenges in
low-carbon urban development in different cities.

5.2. The Effect and Significance of Correction Factor

Our study integrates correction factors into the evaluation process of low-carbon
performance across various cities, offering a nuanced assessment beyond conventional
methodologies. This approach not only refines the public’s understanding of each city’s
low-carbon efforts but also aids policymakers in crafting more targeted, effective strategies
for improving their LCC performance.

The dimensional results of empirical case studies, as shown in Table 8 and Figure 3,
present the scores and ranks between the pre- and post-corrected LCCPVs. In order to
explore whether these results reveal patterns of change, we plotted the change in ranks
before and after correction for the eight dimensions on the map of China, as shown in
Figure 5.

Figure 5 presents several compelling findings in highlighting the sensitivity of the
dimensions of energy structure (En), economic development (Ec), and water carbon sink
(Wa) in relation to the ranking changes in cities’ LCC performance between pre- and
post-correction.

Firstly, Figure 5 presents the findings graphically indicating that in the energy struc-
ture (En) dimension, the application of correction coefficients leads to significant ranking
changes for different types of cities. Cities in the southeast coastal area (such as Shang-
hai, Hangzhou, and Xiamen) with geographical advantages have more diversified energy
structure and higher usage of quality energy carriers like electricity and oils [42]. And
cities in the northwest region (such as Urumqi, Xining, and Lhasa) have rich, renewable
energy resources such as hydroelectric, wind, and solar energy [43], which have benefited
from the geographical advantages as they located in vast plateau areas. It is relatively easy
for those cities with advantageous energy endowment to transform energy structure in
promoting low-carbon city performance. Therefore, those cities have been adjusted to a
lower ranking in terms of LCCP in this study by adopting a correction factor. For instance,
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the performance ranking in the En dimension for the cities of Shanghai and Xining have
been changed from Nos. 3 and 34 to Nos. 5 and 36 (see Table 8), respectively. In contrast,
the rankings of LCCP in the En dimension for those cities which are characterized with
rich fossil energy resources have been adjusted to higher grades, as they require more
investment and time to improve their urban energy system and infrastructure. Those cities
are typically located in the central–north region of China. For example, the cities of Taiyuan
and Shijiazhuang, which are typical coal cities [42,44], were ranked 19th and 21st, respec-
tively, before the application of the correction factor, but were adjusted to the rankings of
8th and 10th after the correction. The above discussions show that the consideration of
different types of energy endowment by applying the correction factor can properly reflect
the performance ranking when evaluating a city’s LCC performance.
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Secondly, it can be seen in Figure 5 that the LCC performance rankings of the cities
which have different socioeconomic contexts have been adjusted after applying the correc-
tion factor. The cities located in north China are traditionally either heavy industry-based
(such as Harbin, Changchun, and Shenyang) [45,46] or coal industry-based (such as Taiyuan,
Yinchuan, Huhhot, and Urumqi) [47]. They will naturally generate more carbon emissions
when conducting their economy-driving activities, and their ranking performance will be
lower with traditional assessment methods. In fact, the local governments in these cities
have been contributing considerable efforts to promoting low-carbon economic activities,
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and their efforts will not be recognized without applying the correction factor. For example,
the government of the Harbin city is endeavoring to establish a contemporary industrial
system by prioritizing economic sectors such as green agricultural product processing,
advanced equipment manufacturing, modern biomedicine, and cultural and tourism indus-
tries with distinctive characteristics [48,49]. These initiatives are producing good results,
evidenced by the burgeoning ice and snow tourism industry in Harbin last winter [50].
Taiyuan is diversifying its economic landscape by promoting industries beyond coal, while
Huhhot is investing in the development of high-tech sectors, such as the cloud computing
industry, to facilitate economic transformation and industrial advancement [51]. By apply-
ing the correction factor in this study, the LCC performance rankings in the Ec dimension
for the three cities (Harbin, Taiyuan, and Huhhot) have been adjusted from 20th, 25th, and
30th, to 14th, 18th, and 22nd, respectively. This shows that the consideration of different
economic contexts by adopting the correction factor has provided a more accurate profile
of cities’ LCC performance in the dimension of economic development.

Thirdly, in referring to the dimension of water carbon sink (Wa), the LCC performance
rankings of different cities characterized by different water resource endowments showed
notable changes before and after the application of the correction factor. For example, the
cities located in northwest China, such as Urumqi, Lanzhou, and Xining, traditionally lack
water resources [52]. Their ranking performance in this dimension (Wa) was evaluated with
low grades without the application of correction factor. In fact, the governments in those
cities have been investing management efforts in developing water carbon sink ability by
creating an artificial desert oasis [53], artificial wetland [54], etc. A study conducted by Bu
et al. [55] highlights the positive impacts of creating artificial wetland areas on enhancing
carbon sequestration capabilities. These management efforts by government would not
be apparent without applying correction factor. In line with this consideration, the LCCP
performance rankings in the Wa dimension in these cities (Urumqi, Lanzhou, and Xining)
have been improved by using the correction factor from numbers 31, 32, and 34 to numbers
21, 19, and 24, respectively. Again, the above discussions show that the consideration of
the endowment of different water resources by applying the correction factor can produce
more appropriate evaluation of a city’s LCC performance in the dimension of the water
carbon sink.

6. Conclusions

The evaluation of low-carbon cities (LCC) has emerged as a pivotal aspect of sus-
tainable urban development, eliciting substantial interest and attention across academia,
industry, and government sectors. However, existing studies on low-carbon city perfor-
mance (LCCP) evaluation ignore the effects of socioeconomic and natural endowments
on the LCC evaluation, resulting in an inaccurate reflection of LCCP contributed by local
governments and citizens. This study extends the research teams’ previous study on devel-
oping a dual perspective diagnosis method for evaluating LCCP to introducing a correction
factor in order to mitigate the ‘one-size-fits-all’ phenomenon in comparing the results of
LCCP assessments between cities. Our comprehensive analysis of 36 Chinese cities demon-
strates the practical application and effectiveness of correction factors, showcasing how
they contribute to a more nuanced understanding of LCC achievements in different cities.

The correction factor emerges as pivotal tool in ensuring the proper evaluation of the
LCC performance achieved in cities which have distinct characteristics. This methodologi-
cal advancement facilitates a more inclusive approach to evaluating and recognizing the
diverse paths cities undertake towards low-carbon practice.

However, the application of correction factors has several limitations and challenges.
Firstly, determining the appropriate correction factor is contingent upon the availability of
comprehensive data and the application of robust analytical methods. Secondly, the process
of selecting indexes for calculating correction coefficients inherently involves subjective
judgment. To mitigate this, the integration of expert opinions and a thorough review of
relevant research are important for upholding the principles of objectivity and fairness.
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Thirdly, the dynamic nature of urban development and environmental challenges neces-
sitates the continuous refinement and adjustment of correction coefficients for ensuring
that these coefficients remain relevant and effective in capturing the evolving contexts of
low-carbon urban development across different cities.

Our findings advocate for tailored assessments that can recognize and reward genuine
efforts by local government towards low-carbon city performance. This research lays a
foundation for further exploration into the application of correction factors in different
contexts of research. Moving forward, this study invites a deeper investigation of correction
factors in order to enrich our understanding of low-carbon city strategies and policies and
consequently contribute to a more sustainable and equitable future.
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